
 
 

 
Electric Motors Trusted in Healthcare 
Everyday hundreds of thousands of people all over the world trust Parvalux to safely 
power their wheelchairs, patient hoists, stairlifts, mobility scooters and vehicle ramps. 
We are world leaders in powering these safety critical applications and are proud of our 
achievements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Why Are Our Electric Motors So Vital to The Healthcare Industry? 

Our electric motors are trusted by healthcare manufacturers and professionals across 
the globe, helping them to provide patients and vulnerable groups with the care and 
support they need. 

With the healthcare market set to grow significantly in the future, we are investing 
heavily in designing new geared solutions to meet the specific needs of each 
application. 

Our application and design engineers are well versed in the specific demands of each 
application. We understand that this industry requires characteristics such as high 
torque, low noise and high efficiency to ensure comfort and practicality for both 
healthcare workers and patients. The durability and seamless operation of our electric 
medical motors is what keeps healthcare manufacturers coming back.O 

Fully Customised Electric Motors for Healthcare 

While our huge range of standard products will allow you to prototype quickly, we also 
offer semi-custom or full bespoke solutions that sets us apart in the market. We can 
make an array of customisation changes to ensure your medical motor meets the exact 
needs of your application. 
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Electric Patient Hoist & Winch Motors 
 

When it comes to powering products that help move people with reduced mobility, 
safety is clearly of paramount importance. British Parvalux winch and hoist motors are 
trusted by healthcare providers around the world to support the safe and easy 
movement of patients in care and thanks to our reliability and high quality, we’re the 
first choice for a wide range of patient care product manufacturers. 

 

Our winch and hoist motors are designed to deliver smooth and quiet operation and 
with more than 70 years’ experience, you can be sure we understand the importance 
of getting the right combination of torque, power and speed for type of this specialist 
application. 

 

Parvalux hoist and winch motor solutions are suitable for all types and weights of 
patients from paediatric to bariatric (>250kg). They are suitable for either battery or 
mains operation and we have experience in stand-alone and most types of ceiling 
mounted systems too. 

 

Fully customisable winch and hoist motors 

In addition to an extensive range of standard electric hoist motor products, we’re able 
to customise our gearboxes and motors and we can even design fully customised 
solutions to meet the precise needs of your products. Whatever extra requirements 
you have, no matter how big or small, we can provide you and your customers with 
the perfect hoist and winch motor solution. 
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Stairlift Motors 

 

With an ageing global population, the market for stairlifts is forecast to grow 
significantly as the older generation seeks to continue to enjoy an independent 
lifestyle. Parvalux is proud to design and manufacture safe and practical stairlift motors 
to meet the needs of manufacturers in this growing industry. 

 

Parvalux has been working with the market leaders for many years and we understand 
the complex operational and safety demands that both stairlift manufacturers and their 
end customers require. Our stairlift motors are quiet and smooth, making them hugely 
practical for everyday use within the home. 

 

We have geared stairlift motor combinations that are suitable for all types of stairlift - 
be they straight, curved, narrow or wide stairs - and we are able to provide motors for 
both the main drive and seat levelling requirements of stairlifts. 

 

Fully customisable stairlift motors to suit all requirements 

Whilst we have many standard geared motor solutions that are suitable for this 
application, we excel when it comes to designing bespoke gearboxes and motors for 
stairlifts. If you need something special from a geared motor, Parvalux’s engineering 
design team will work with you to ensure your product has the perfect drive solution. 
We have more than 70 years of experience, which means we can provide you with all 
the help and advice you need when choosing your next stairlift motor. 
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Electric Wheelchair Motors 
At Parvalux, we offer an extensive range of electric wheelchair motors that give 
millions of people the freedom to live life on their own terms. Thanks to the improved 
quality of life our wheelchair motors provide, this is a sector which we are proud to 
work so extensively. 

Electric Wheelchair Motors for All Uses 

From lightweight paediatric to rugged off-road all-terrain chairs and everything in 
between, our huge range of wheelchair geared motor solutions can easily provide the 
smooth, safe power that is needed for most situations and purposes. We offer both 
12v and 24v electric wheelchair motors. 

With sources predicting the market is forecast to grow at a compound rate in excess of 
20% per year, we are investing heavily in new wheelchair motor designs to ensure we 
remain the leading supplier for this important application. 

Electric Wheelchair Motors for Complete Comfort and Ease 

Our application and design engineers understand the demands of successful electric 
wheelchair motor design and we recognise the importance of being able to deliver a 
smooth experience that ensures the user can manoeuvre a chair in multiple directions 
with ease. We are often requested to adapt our designs to incorporate manufacturers’ 
infrastructure and allow for special operational requirements and Parvalux has become 
the first port of call for many manufacturers that need a fully custom-designed and 
built geared motor to bring their product concepts from the drawing board to 
production. 

With quiet power for ultimate convenience, Parvalux wheelchair geared motors provide 
a pleasant driving experience in situations where it is needed most. Our wheelchair 
motors are also designed to maximise efficiency, providing the best possible range 
from the battery power source. 
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Wheelchair Ramp Motors for Vehicle Accessibility 
 

Legislation, plus a desire for greater mobility, mean the market for vehicle accessibility 
solutions has grown enormously in recent years. As a result, our wheelchair lift and 
ramp motors are in extremely high demand by vehicle manufacturers and modifiers, 
worldwide.  

 

Wheelchair Ramp Motors for Easy Access 

Our wheelchair lift and ramp motors are designed to give wheelchair users the 
confidence to be able to access vehicles with ease. We are proud to help improve 
people’s mobility by providing these effective, practical solutions. 

High starting torque and safe, reliable operation are critical in accessible ramp vehicle 
motors. Our many years of experience in manufacturing platform lift motors can be 
easily tapped into, to ensure the perfect geared motor design for your product. 

We offer 12V, 24V and 230V powered motor solutions to meet the requirements of 
most types of vehicle. 

Standard and Customised Access Ramp Motors 

Parvalux has extensive experience helping manufacturers design the perfect wheelchair 
lift motor solution for this demanding and important application. 

Alongside a range of standard options, we can produce semi-custom and fully bespoke 
access ramp motor designs to precisely match the needs of your application. 
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Mobility Scooter Motors 

 

In a similar fashion to stairlifts, the demands of an ageing population mean that the 
need for mobility scooters and of course, mobility scooter motors, is forecast to grow 
significantly. Parvalux has more than 70 years of experience in manufacturing motor 
and gearbox combinations and we are proud to be providing successful mobility 
scooter electric motor solutions for this demanding market. 

 

Why choose Parvalux for mobility scooter motors? 

When you choose Parvalux mobility scooter motor solutions for your next project, you 
can expect only the highest level of knowledge and service, combined with a purpose-
built motor for your application. 

Our electric motors are highly efficient, which means that with Parvalux, mobility 
scooters can go further on a single charge. We’re very familiar with the specific 
requirements of this type of application, which means we’re able to help design in a 
smooth and comfortable experience for your customers, as standard. 

Quiet and reliable operation are features your customers will appreciate too, so this is 
our number one priority when manufacturing mobility scooter motors. 

We offer both standard and customisable options, meaning we can tailor your motor to 
your exact needs and requirements. Browse our full range of mobility scooter motors 
below. 
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Laboratory Centrifuge Motors 

We supply many customised and standard AC motor units to manufacturers of 
laboratory centrifuges for chemical, haematology, and cytology testing. 

 

What is a Laboratory Centrifuge? 

A laboratory centrifuge is a device used to spin laboratory liquid samples at very high 
speed in order to separate them into their constituent parts. 

Separation exploits differences in physical or chemical properties, for instance, size, 
shape, mass, density, or chemical affinity between the constituents of a mixture and a 
high-speed centrifuge motor is vital to achieving successful separation. 

Parvalux supplies a wide range of centrifuge motor units to manufacturers of 
laboratory centrifuges for chemical, haematology and cytology testing. 

We offer brushed and brushless centrifuge motors, including three phase units which, 
when coupled to a centrifuge’s integral frequency inverter, can reach speeds of up to 
14000rpm. 

Why Choose a Parvalux Laboratory Centrifuge Motor? 

Parvalux laboratory centrifuge motors are crafted in our UK factories, where we’ve 
been building the finest fractional horsepower motors and gearboxes for more than 70 
years. 

We offer a highly customisable range from a simple alteration of a centrifuge motor to 
a complete custom design that even incorporates customer infrastructure in our 
assembly process. 

Our experience means you’ll receive complete peace of mind that a centrifuge motor 
from Parvalux will last for years to come. 
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To get more info, please, go to:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.ermec.es/parvalux
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